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The usual higher Hilbert-Riesz transforms are principal value convolution trans- 
forms with kernels Y,(x)lxl -I-“, where Y, is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial 
of degree j. With the help of the algebra attached to the Laplace operator, we write 
the kernels in a vectorial form, and consider more generally the kernel .x’l.xJ I+ i -‘I, 
where for Re 2~0, the expression is defined as a distribution by analytic con- 
tinuation. We find explicit formulas for the analytic continuation, conditions under 
which two such kernels can be convolved, and formulas for the convolution. 
( 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
On the n-dimensional Euclidean space R” the well-known kernels of the 
Hilbert-Riesz transforms [ 14, p. 571, 
cn2 1x1 -n, j= 1, 2 ,..., n, c,=f !+! 
( I/ 
++ 1112 
can be combined together in a vectorial form, and the exponent --n of 1x1 
can be replaced by A-n, where ;1 E C. If we also replace c,, by 
@-(n-q+ ‘)/2w1.(!3, 
we obtain the kernels of the hypersingular Hilbert-Riesz transforms 
(1) 
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These kernels were introduced in the brief note [4], and in [S] it was 
proved that the distribution N,, which for Re i, > 0, 3* # n + 1 + 2k (k E N) 
is the measure with density (1 ), can be continued analytically to a dis- 
tribution-valued meromorphic function 2 H Nj. on C with simple poles at 
i. = n + 1 + 2k (k E N). Taking the finite parts [S, 61 at these poles, one 
obtains a distribution N; for any 3.~ C which is also given by 
N, = -grad R,. + , , where R, is the elliptic Riesz pseudofunction, whose 
definition will be recalled in Section 2. It was proved in [ 10, 121 that if 
either i or v is of the form - 2k - 1 (k E N) and the other one is arbitrary, 
of if Re(i. + v) <n, and only for these values of 1b and v, the distributions N, 
and N,. are convolvable and N, * N, = -Rj. + ,,. 
In the present article we intend to give a similar treatment o the higher 
HilberttRiesz kernels [ 14, p. 751, 
where Y,(x) is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree j on R”. For 
Re 3. > 0, i # n + j + 2k (k E N) we consider the measure with density 
where 
and the power x1 is taken in the graded algebra Q associated with the 
Laplace operator [2, 33. The components of xi with respect to the 
canonical basis of the algebra form a complete system of homogeneous har- 
monic polynomials of degree j. We shall show that through analytic con- 
tination and by taking finite parts we obtain for any A EC a distribution 
K,,; considered somewhat cursorily in [4]. The distributions H, = Ko,j were 
introduced already earlier in [2] to calculate the Fourier transforms of the 
kernels (2) announced without proof by Giraud in 1936. It will be proved 
furthermore that under appropriate restrictions on j, 1, J., and p the con- 
volution formula K,, j * K,,, = K, +.P:,+, holds. Since K,,, = R,, this contains 
as a particular case the composition formula R, * R, = RI+ ~ proved in 
[lo]. Although K, , can be identified with N,, the convolution formula for 
the Kd,i does not yield the above one for the N1 as a special case, since the 
former is taken in the sense of the algebra Q, while the latter in the sense of 
the scalar product on R”. 
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1. BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATION 
We denote by N the set of all natural numbers, including zero. 
The letter n will always denote the dimension of the underlying space R”. 
The euclidean norm (x: + . . . + xi) 1’2 of the vector x = (x, ,..., x,) E R”, i.e., 
the distance of the point x from the origin, will be denoted by 1x1. The sym- 
bol a/ax, (i = l,..., n) of partial differentiation with respect to xi will be 
abbreviated to a,, and A,, , or simply A, will denote the n-dimensional 
Laplace operator a: + . . . + a;. 
If %H Tj, is a holomorphic function with values in the space 
9’(R”) = G@‘(R”; C) of complex-valued distributions on R”, defined in a 
domain A c C, and if j.H Tj, has an analytic continuation as a 
meromorphic function to some domain .4, 3 A, then at a point A E A ,\A 
where the extended function is regular PfT, denotes the value of the exten- 
sion at I,, while at a point I. E A r\A where the extended function has a pole 
Pf T, denotes the finite part [S, 6(2.2.1)] of the extension at I.. 
In the next section we shall need the following simple result: 
LEMMA 1. Let the complex-valued holomorphic function f he regular at 
the point A0 E C, and let the distribution-valued meromorphic function ;I H T, 
have a simple pole at &. Then 
Pf f(i) T,=f(&) Pf T,+a,f(13,) Res Tj.. 
i. = i.0 i. = ii) i. = j.0 (3) 
Proof. In a neighborhood of A,,, we have the Taylor expansion 
f(n)=f(n,)+a,f(~")(~-L,)+ ..., 
and the Laurent expansion 
T;.=s +S,+S,(i-A,)+ “‘) 
‘0 
with S, = Res;.=i., T;, SO = Pf,= j.U T;, S, E 9’,... . Multiplying together the 
two expressions we get 
f(A) T;. =f(;“;pl +f(&) So + aA&) S-1 + (3. - &) sj., 
‘0 
where 1 I--+ S, E 9’ is holomorphic at 1,. Formula (3) follows from the last 
expansion. 1 
Denote by 98,,(R”) the space of all infinitely differentiable functions which 
vanish, together with their derivatives, at infinity, equipped with the 
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topology of uniform convergence of the functions and their derivatives on 
R”. Its dual Bb(R”) is the space of integrable distributions, and its bidual is 
the space g(R”) of infinitely differentiable functions all of whose derivatives 
are bounded. 
If cp is a function defined on R”, denote by 40’ the function 
(.u, I’)+-+ cp(x+ J) defined on R2”. Two distributions S, TEE’ are said 
to be convolvable [7] if for any test function cp E 9(R”) the distribution 
cp’(S@ T) belongs to ab(R*“). The convolution S * T is then defined by 
<S * T, cp> = (cpA(SO T), I>, 
where 1 E~(R”‘) is the function which takes the value 1 everywhere. 
We denote by Q= @,GN Q, the commutative graded algebra over C 
associated with the Laplace operator A,,. The analogous algebra over R has 
been introduced in [2, p. 561 and in [3, Example ( I), p. 5711. The algebra 
Q is generated by the element 1 E Q, and the n linearly independent 
elements e, ,..., P,, of Q, which satisfy e,e, = ~,e, (1 6 i, j 6 n) and 
eT + ez + . . . + et = 0. (4) 
The subspace Q, is identified with C and Q, with C”, i.e., z = (z, ,..., zn) E C” 
will also be considered as the element 
z,e, +r,r,+ “’ +z,,r,, 
of Q,. We shall call n-tuples J= (j, ,..., j,,) E N” of positive integers multiin- 
dices, and the corresponding lower case letter will denote the length 
j = IJ( = j, + . + ,j,, of J. With this notation a basis of Qi (j E N) is given 
by the 
elements eJ = e{l . . . e:;’ with IJI = j and j,, = 0 or 1. If we express z’ in terms 
of this basis, i.e., if we write 
(z,e, + ... +z.e,)j= 1 Yf(z)eJ, 
IJI =I 
lo = 0. I 
(5) 
then the coefficients Y:(z) form a maximal system of linearly independent 
homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degree j. 
We consider each C-vector space Q; (j E N) equipped with the unique 
Hausdorff topology that is compatible with its vector space structure, 
and denote by 9’(R”; Qi) the space of distributions defined on R” with 
values in Q,, i.e., continuous C-linear maps from 9(R”) into Q,. Every 
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TEP(R”; Q,) can be written uniquely in the form T=&=j,jn=o,, TJeJ, 
where the TJ are complex-valued istributions. Therefore the concept of a 
holomorphic function 1 H Tj. = C T;eJ with values in 9’(R”; Qi) is 
meaningful and Pf T, is well defined. With any locally integrable function 
f: R” + Q, one associates the distribution ~PHJ~(x) q(x) dx, and in 
particular the space b(R”; Qj) of all infinitely differentiable functions with 
values in Q, is embedded into 9’(Rfl; Q,). The direct sum Q(R”; Q) = 
eiE N 6(R”; Q,) is a graded ring and 9’(R11; Q) = @,, N g’(R”; Q,) is a 
graded a( R”; Q)-module. 
Two distributions S = C SJeJ E 9’( R”; Q,) and T = 1 TLeL E 9’( R”; Q,) 
are convolvable if each SJ is convolvable with each TL, and then 
S* T=x (SJ* TL)eJ+L, 
J.L 
where J+ L = (j, + I, ,..., j, + I,). Note that the eJ+ L are not linearly 
independent in Qi+ ,. 
The nabla operator 
V= i e,C?, 
I=! 
maps 5Y( R”; Qi) into 9’(RX; Qi+ , ). If for k E N we denote by .xk the map 
x = (x, )...) x,,)-(x,e, + ... +x,,e,,)& 
from R” into Qk, then from 8,~ = e, (1 < i< n) and from (4) it follows that 
VX = 0, and thus also 
Vxk = 0, for HEN. (6) 
For pEC, Rep32 we have 
vIxI~‘=pxI.xl”-2, x E R”. 
With the help of the rule for differentiating a product and of Vx = 0 we 
obtain for p EC, Re p > 4, 
V2IxIP=p(p-2)x2IxIP~4, XER”. 
Proceeding in this fashion one proves inductively that for je N, p E C, and 
Re p b 2j one has 
ViIx~p=p(p-2)~~~(p-2j+2)xiIxlp+a, XER”. (7) 
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For ,j = k, p = 2k (k E N ) one gets in particular 
VhI.\-/2h=2k(2k-2),..2.u~, 
and therefore by (6): 
V’ls12” =o for k=O, l,...,, j- 1, XER”. (8) 
2. DEFINITION AND REPRESENTATION OF THE 
HIGHER HILBERT--RIESZ KERNELS 
We denote by Rj. (j. E C) the elliptic pseudofunction of Marcel Riesz [S, 
Sects. 4, pp. 1533155; 8, Example 1, pp. 176-1811 which for Re E. > 0, 
j. # n + 2k (k E N) is the tempered distribution associated with the locally 
integrable slowly increasing function 
For Re E. ~0 the distribution R, E Y’(R”) is defined by analytic con- 
tinuation. The function 3. H R,. is regular at every point of the half-plane 
Re i. 60. At the points i= -2k (kEN) it has its support reduced to {O} 
due to the factor r(1/2) [S, p. 151; 6 (2.2.7) p. 891, and actually it is given 
by R ?k = ( -A,,)’ 6. Due to the factor I‘((n - j.)/2) the function E. H R,. 
has simple poles at the points i = n + 2k (k E N), therefore R,, + Zk is defined 
as the finite part Pf; = ,I + ?k R; of R, , and according to formula ( 10) of [8, 
p. 1811 it is given by 
R - (- 1 I^ ,1+X, - y ‘y+‘hk!~-((~ + -&),2) I.YI lh 
2 
210gm+$(k+l)+ti 
where I/I(Z) = r’(~)/l‘(~), and in particular $(k + 1) = Cf=, (1)‘) -y, with 
;‘= the Euler Mascheroni constant. It follows immediately from formulas 
(8) and (9) of [8, pp. 180- 1811 that the residues of ;.H R, at the poles are 
given by 
Res R, = 
(-1)“” 
2” + 21 ‘rr” ‘k!l’( (n + 2k)/2) 
/.Yy(2h. 
I = n + 2% 
(9) 
The distributions R, and R,] (a, J E C) are convolvable if and only if one 
of the following, not mutually exclusive conditions is satisfied: 
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(1) CY = -2k (k E N) and p arbitrary, 
(2) fl= -2k (k E N) and z arbitrary, 
(3) Re(cr+/J)<n 
[ 10, Satz 6, p. 311. If either of these conditions is satisfied, then we have 
the Riesz composition formula R, * R,< = Rx+,{ [ 10, Satz 9, p. 40; 12, 
Proposition, p. 93. 
DEFINITION. In accordance with [4, formula (1 1 ), p. 4351, we define the 
higher HilberttRiesz kernels by 
K;.,, := (-V’R;.., 
for ~.EC,~EN. 
For a fixed j E N the distribution K,.,, is a meromorphic function with 
values in v’(R”; Q,) of the variable L E C, with simple poles possibly at the 
points i. = -j + n + 2k (k EN); at these points K;,, is the finite part of the 
function, i.e., 
[ 5 (2. lo), p. 15 1; 6 (2.2.9) p. 911. In what follows we shall give explicit 
expressions for K,.,,. 
To do this, we introduce the distribution 
L;,, := 
1 
(j~-j)(i.-,i+2)~~~(1.+j-2)x’R’~~~7 
where I’ is understood in the sense of the algebra Q. For A #j+n + 2k 
(k E N) the function 3. H L;.,, is meromorphic with values in W(R”; Q,). 
LEMMA 2. ForjEN, AEC, A#j+n+2k (kEN) we have Kj..,=L,,i. 
Proqf: For j = 0 there is nothing to prove, so we may assume that j > 1. 
(a) First, let Re A > j + n, j& # -j + n + 2k (k E N). Then, according to 
[ 13, Chap. II, Sect. 5, Theoreme 51, we can calculate (-V)jR;+, 
“classically.” Formula (7) with p = A+ j - n gives 
and so with the help of the functional equation of the gamma function we 
obtain 
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(-V)’ (r(z+o ,..(I I / !‘i 
_2,(n-:j)jn-j.~,i+2) 
. ..(n-L.i-2) l-(n-;-.j),y,,+y,j, , II 
=z,/- n-n+j 
( i 2 
x’(.x(i -’ ‘I. 
It follows that 
K;.,=(r(qy2~r(qq) x/R,. .,’ 
Using again the functional equation of the gamma function we get 
,(~)=(~+:“)(‘+:-“)..,(~)~(~), 
Substituting into (11) we see that indeed K;,, = L;.,,. 
(10) 
(11) 
(b) Since 1. H R,, is holomorphic for L # n + 2k (k EN) and (-V)’ is 
continuous linear map from W(R”; Q,) into GZ’(R”; Q,), the function 
j. n Kj,,, is holomorphic in C with the possible exception of the points 
i.= -j+nf2k (kcN) [6 (1,1.5), p.591. On the other hand Lt-+L+ is 
holomorphic with the possible exception of the points A =j- 2v 
(O< v Gj- 1) and i =j+n + 2k (HEN). By the uniqueness of analytic 
continuation it follows from (a) that K,,, = L;,, at all points with the 
possible exception of the points 
i. = -,j + n + 2k (kE:N) 
and 
E.=j-2v (O<vbj- 1). 
(c) At the points i, = -j + n + 2v (0 < v <,j - 1) the function A+-+ Kj-, 
is regular. Indeed, for these values of i we have 
(-V)’ Res 
;.+j=n+2v 
R,+,=( -V)’ Res R,=O 
;.=,+2v 
as follows immediately from (8) and from the explicit form (9) of the 
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residue of R,. Therefore A I-+ L,, j is also regular at these points and 
K;., = Li, / . 
(d) We now know that L H K,,, is regular at the points 1= j - 2v 
(0 < v <j- 1). In fact, some of these points can coincide with points of the 
form A= -j+n+2p (Odp<j-I) if n is even and 2j>n, but we have 
seen in (c) that the function is regular then too. Thus we have Kj,,i = L,, j 
also for these points. 1 
THEOREM 1. Let j E N be a fixed integer. 
(i) The function I. H K;., , E W(R”; Q,) is holomorphic for 1 E C, 
I.#j+n+2k (HEN). 
(ii) For Re 3. >O, I # j+n + 2k (kEN) the distribution Kj.,, is 
associated with the locally integrable function 
Outside the origin of R” the distribution Ki.,, is associated with this function 
,for i-EC, jU#j+n+2k, i.# -j-2k (kEN). 
(iii) For i&EC, j.#j+n+2k, 1-z -j-2k (kEN), 
(iv) For 2 = -j- 2k (k E N) we have 
K,,=(--l)‘+kV’(d~6). 
(v) At the points 1. = j + n + 2k (k E N) the function ,I H K,., has sim- 
ple poles with residues which are distributions associated with the locally 
integrable ,function 
(-l)k+’ 
XH2’f”t2k- ‘x”‘*k! T((n+L?j+Zk)/2) 
x’ IX12k. 
(vi) At the points 3. = j + n + 2k (k E N) the distribution 
K/+n+2k.i= E’f Kj.1 
i=l+n+2k ’ 
is associated with the locally integrable function 
(-1)” 
x~2it”+2kn”~2k!T((n+2j+2k)/2) 
xjlx( *k 
2 
210gM++(k+ I)+$ 
(nf2i+2k)l. 
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Proof: (i) This was seen in the proof of Lemma 2. 
(ii) In the proof of Lemma 2 we established formula (10) for Re i > 
,j+ n, i. # :j+n + 2k (k E N), which shows that K,,, is associated with the 
given function for these values of 3.. Since .Y h s ‘1x1 ’ ‘I is locally 
integrable for Re i. > 0, it follows from Theorem 1 of [S, p. 1731 applied to 
k(x) = .y’Ix ‘, that it defines a holomorphic distribution-valued function 
of i. for Re A> 0. Therefore K,,, is indeed associated with the function 
indicated in (ii) for Re R 10, i. fjf n + 2k (k E N). Outside the origin of 
R” the function .Y H I’ 1.~1’ ’ ‘I is locally integrable for all values of E. E C. 
(iii) According to Part (ii), for if -,j- 2k (k E N) the indicated 
representation is valid wherever the analytic continuations of the functions 
I’ 
and 
(l+(y) lx,/ ’ ” 
2’ 
=(jv+,j-2)(lb+j-4)~..(3.- j+2)(Lj) 
x (1,r(7)) ,x,j-- / ” 
of i are regular, i.e., with the possible exception of the points jti = j + n + 2k 
(kEN) and ,I=j-2v (O<v<j-1). We want to show that even at these 
latter points the same representation holds. 
We know from (i) that K;,., is regular at i =,j- 2v (0 < v < j- 1). 
Therefore 
r((n + 2v)/2) 
ReS Kj..,=2,~‘,,rr”,2T(j-v) X’ j,_R,eS2v 1-d’ m’m”=O. (12) j. = 1 21~ 
In a neighborhood of 1, = j - 2v we have 
1 
x x’ Res IxI” ’ ’ 
i-j+2vp=, za 
+ ,J z,, lx’ p-'pn+(lb-j+2v)S(A) , I 
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where I H S(i) is holomorphic at I = & [ 1, Chap. I, Sect. 3, No. 9, For- 
mula (8), p. 113 of the Russian ed., Chap. I, Sect. 4, No. 6, Formula (2) of 
the German ed. (p. 103), or the English ed. (p. 99); 5, p. 150; 6 (2.2.1.1) 
p. 841. Using ( 12) and letting E. + j - 2v we get indeed 
(iv) By definition 
K-1 2k., = ( -VI’ R 2k=(-V)j(-d)kb. 
(v) By virtue of Lemma 2 we have 
Res b,, 
i.=j+t,+Zk 
1 
Using the explicit form (9) of the residue and the formula 
obtained from the functional equation of the gamma function, we arrive at 
the assertion. 
(vi) Again by Lemma 2 we have 
1 
Pf 
i = , + II + 2h 
K,.,= Pf 
i= ji nf2k (lu-j)(Lj+2)~~~(i+j-2)x’R”e’ 1 
Setting,f(jb) = fli=h (>k -j+ 2~))’ we obtain by logarithmic differentiation 
By formula (3) of Lemma 1 we get, using the explicit expressions for Pf R;, 
and Res R, at j. = n + 2k, 
Pf Kj.., 
i = , + I, + 2k 
i- I 
=,Fon+2L+2v[(~~~n+2L+2v) 
409,123,2-IO 
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” + 2kx”‘2k!r((n + 2k)/2) 
The functional equation 2 ~’ + ll/(z) = $(z + 1) of the function II/ gives 
/-I 
2 ,,g,, n + 2; + 2v + ’ 
(yp (n+2:+2k), 
This together with (13) yields the formula for Pf Kj,, asserted in the 
theorem. 1 
Observe that for l=j+n+2k (kEN) the distribution K;.,, is not equal 
to 
1 
L;+,,+2k.,= ni=~cn+2k+2v)~*'+"+2kR,,+2k. 
COROLLARY 1. The residue of the pseudqfunction .Y/ Pflxl’ ’ ” ut the 
pole A= -j-2k (kEN) is 
7c,I;2 
2’+‘” ‘k!f((n+2j+2k)/2) 
( -V)‘Ah 6. 
Proof: According to Theorem l(iii) we have 
for Re 3. < 0, i. # -j - 2k and therefore 
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Since 
we obtain the asserted expression. 1 
For j= 0, 1 these expressions can be found in [S, pp. 153, 156; 8, p. 176, 
Formula (5) p. 1821. For j = 0 they figure in [ 1, Chap. I, Sect. 3, No. 9, 
Formula (5’) p. 113, English ed., p. 73, German ed., p. SO]. A direct com- 
putational proof of Corollary 1 is given in the Appendix. 
COROLLARY 2. For ,j, I E N M;e have 
/ 
0 if O</<j-1, 
x’(--d)‘6= 
21 &p-d)/-/ 6 if I3 j. 
Proqf: For 0 d Id j- 1 this follows from (12) if we take into account 
the expression of the residue of 1x1 L’ at jV = -21 (0 6 I6 j - 1) obtained 
(as the case j = 0) from Corollary 1. 
To obtain the result for 12 j it suflices to compare the value of Kj.,j for 
i = -j - 2k (k E N) given in Part (iv) of Theorem 1 with 
1 
L ~l~‘k.‘=(-2j-2k)(-2j-2k+2)...(-2k-2)X’R~2’~2k 
1 
=(-1)‘2’n::=:,(k+v+l)x’(-“) 
iik 
6 
and to set j+k=l, i.e., k=l-j. 1 
Remark 1. The first equality in Corollary 2 sheds a new light on why 
j.bLi,, is regular at the points jb=j-2v (O<v<j-1). 
3. CONVOLUTION OF THE HIGHER HILBERT-RIESZ KERNELS 
Concerning the convolvability of the kernels Kj.,, we prove 
THEOREM 2. Let ;I, p E C and j, 1 E N. 
(i) If either A= -j-2k (kEN) or p= -I-2m (mEN), then K,, 
and K,,,, are convolvahle. 
(ii) If A# -j-2k (kEN) and p# -I-2m (mEN), then K,,, and 
K,,,/ are convolvable if and only if Re(L + ,u) < n. 
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Remark 2. The analogous statements for the elliptic Riesz kernels 
(j = 0) and for their gradients (,j = 1) were given in [ 10, Satz 6, p. 3 I] and 
[ 12, p. 12-451, respectively. 
Proqf: (i) follows directly from the representation in Theorem l(iv) 
and the convolvability of an arbitrary distribution with a distribution with 
compact support 17, (5) p. 1851. 
(ii) Using the decomposition (5) of X’ and the representations given 
in Theorem 1 (ii) and (vi) for K;.,, we see that outside the origin the dis- 
tribution K,.,, is associated with functions of the form 
1 Y;(x)c, lxll ’ ‘l.eJ for i#j+n+2k (keN), 
1 Y:(-~)((.~logIxl+c,)lxl’~.e,’ for i= j+n+2k (keN). 
First, we prove that if Re(i. + p) < n, then Kj..j and K,,,, are convolvable. 
We may assume without loss of generality that A# j + n + 2k (k E N) since 
Re(i, +p) <n implies we cannot have i=j+n+2k and p=l+n +2m 
(k, rn~N) simultaneously. If also p # I +n + 2m (m EN), then the con- 
volvability follows from [S, Corollary to Theorem 3, p. 189; 9, p. 88151. If, 
however, p = I+ n + 2m (m E N), then we have to prove. that for every 
LEN” the function 
.YH (1 + l.Y12yRci ‘f’2Y;(x)(c2 loglxl + (,~)ISI2” 
belongs to gh(R”) whenever Re /1+ I+ 2m < 0 and I LI = 1 [8, Theorem 3, 
p. 185; 9, Theoreme, p. 8-12; 10, Satz 1, p. 231. But these functions are 
integrable since Yf is homogeneous of degree 1 and Re 3. - n + I + 2m < --n, 
hence they lie in &&(R”). 
Now let us assume that Kj., and K,,,, are convolvable. Let G E a(R”) be 
such that $(x) = 1 for x in a neighborhood of 0, and set x = 1 - $. We 
distinguish two cases: 
(a) If i#j+n+2k (kEN) and ,u#l+n+2m (mEN), then our 
assumption implies that 
Y;(x) X(‘)IXIL i ” and Y,L(x) x(x) IxJ/‘ ’ ‘? 
are convolvable for each J, LEN” with IJI = j, IL1 = 1. Since the Y: (JE N”, 
1.I = j, j,, = 0, 1) form a maximal linearly independent system of 
homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degree j, the same assertion holds 
true for an arbitrary pair Y, and Y, of homogeneous harmonic polynomials 
of degree j and I, respectively. The functions 
x(-r) Y,(x) 1x1 ’ and x(x) Y,(x)lxl ’ 
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belong to .@(R”), so by Lemma 2 of [ 10, p. 291 the functions 
~‘(x)IY,(x)l* /xii- 2’--‘7 and x*(x) I Y,(x)12 IXIp-2’-n 
are convolvable. Now, let us take into account that if Yi”, Yj2),..., is a 
maximal orthonormal system of homogeneous harmonic polynomials of 
degree j, then 
for x E R” with a constant C= C(n, j) > 0 [ 15, Chap. IV, Sect. 2, 
Corollary 2.9(b), p. 1441. It follows that 
are convolvable, and therefore also 
Pf I XI i ‘I and Pf Ix/Pol. 
By Satz 5 of [ 10, p. 311 we have consequently Re (A + p) <n. 
(b) Let, e.g., J.=j+n+2k (HEN) and p#f+n+2m (meN). Then 
y;(x) x(x) Ix12”(log I4 + P) and Yf(x) x(x) IxI~-‘-n 
are convolvable for all J, LEN” with IJI = j, IL1 = 1 and for some PE C. 
From here we get exactly as in (a) the convolvability of 
X2(x)lx12k+‘(loglXI +/?) and x~(x)/.x~~-“. 
If $ Ed is chosen so that x(x)=0 where lloglxl + PI < 1, then 
x(x). (log 1x1 + fl))’ E g(R”), and therefore 
~~(x)IxI’~+j and x*(x)lxl”-” 
are convolvable. Thus we get, as before, 2k + j+ n + Rep < n, i.e., 
Re(A + p) < n. 
Finally, if A=j+n+2k (kEN) and p=l+n+2m (mEN), then the 
convolvability of K,,, and K,., would imply that of 
x3(x) IX12k+j and x3(x)Ix12”+‘, 
as we have just seen. It would then follows that 2k + j + n + 2m + I + n < n, 
which is impossible. 1 
In the course of the proof we have also shown the following: 
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COROLLARY. Let Y, und Y, he homogeneous harmonic polynomiuls of’ 
degrees j nnd 1, respective/?!. [f‘ i. = -j - 2k (k E N ) or p = -I ~ 2m (m E N ) 
or Re(2 + ,u) < n, then the distributions 
Pf Y,(x) 
~l”lL ” und 
Pf Y,(.y) 
y/I-V ” (14) 
ure convolvuhle. Conversel?: let the distributions in ( 14) be convolvable for cl11 
homogeneous harmonic pol}womiuls Y, und Y, qf‘degreesj and 1, respective1.y. 
Then either i.= -j-2k (kEN) or IL= -l-2m (mEN) or Re(J+p)<n. 
In our next theorem we indicate the outcome of the convolution of two 
higher HilberttRiesz kernels. 
THEOREM 3 (cf. [4, (14), p. 4361). Let K;,,, und K,,,, be convolvable. 
Then 
K ,.,, * K,,., = K, + ,I,, + /. (15) 
Proqf: (a) If Re(i”+p)+j+I<n, then R,,, and R,,+, are con- 
volvable, and by Satz 9 of [ 10, p. 401 we have R, +, * R,,, = R;, +A, +,+,. 
Consequently 
K;.. , * &,.I =(-V)‘+‘R;+I,+,+,=K;.+,,.,+/. 
(b) Now, let i E C, ,j, 1 EN be fixed, and let p E C be such that 
Re(i+p)<n, p#l+n+2m (mEN). It can be seen as in Lemma4of [lo, 
p. 4.51 that the function ~LH Ki,, * K,,, is holomorphic. Thus (15) follows 
from (a) by the principle of analytic continuation. 
(c) If p=l+n+2m (mEN) and Re(i+p)<n, then i cannot be of 
the form j + n + 2k (k E N). In this case we interchange the roles of i and ,u, 
and the validity of (15) follows as in (a) and (b). 
(d) Finally, if, e.g., 2 = -j - 2k (k E N) and p E C is arbitrary, then 
K ,., * K,,., = (-V)‘(-A)%-V)‘R,,+, 
=(-V)‘+‘(-d)kR,,+,=(-V)‘+‘R Zk* R,,,, 
= (-V)/+‘R Zk+,I+/=(-V)‘+‘Rj.+~+,+l=K~+,r,,+,. I 
APPENDIX: THE RESIDUES OF x1 Pf 13cI -~I+’ pn 
(1) The residue of the Euclidean pseudofunction it--+ 
k(w) Pflxl” ‘I (k E L’(S, ,) and w= x/lxl ES,, ,) at the point i = -1, 
1~ N, is given by 
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with the moments 
M,:= [ w%(o) dw (ccEN”) 
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JS. I 
(cf. [8, p. 1731). 
By means of the multinomial theorem we obtain 
(-1)’ Res Ic(~)JxJ”~” =I! 
i= / 
where we abbreviate (co~~)=u, a, + “‘CO,, d,,. 
(2) Specializing to our case k(o) = (CO 1e)’ ( = w’, Jo N) we have 
To evaluate the integral, set 
P(a, h)=j (uIa)‘(w(h)‘do (a, b E R”). 
s, I 
Using the identity (CO 1a)‘(~ lb)‘= (I!/(j+ l)!)(b / c’,)j((wI a)‘+‘) and 
interchanging differentiation and integration we get 
oa, b)= &$b%)‘js,,m (Wla)‘+‘dw. 
I 
We obtain by rotation and a known formula on Eulerian integrals (see [8, P. 1771) 
s s (u/a)/+/du=lalj+/ 27101p”‘2j~cos,+/cpsin”-2~d;, ” I T((n-- 1)/2) 0 
if j+Iisodd 
= 27+‘)‘2I-((j+I+ 1)/2) la,‘+, 
i 
if 
U(n+j+W) 
j + 1 is even. 
Take j + I = 2m, m EN. Then, 
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If h=e then by (7) and (8) 
0 for IFI <.j 
v$l12’p’= (elZ,,)‘lu12”‘= 
2/m! 
(m-j)! m42(‘p1 ‘I for 01 3 j, 
where a = aleI + .‘. + a,r,, E Q,. We obtain a nonvanishing result for 
p(a, e) only if I = j + 2k, k E N. Then, 
P(a, e) = 
2/+ In’” ““(j+2k)! (j+k)! r(j+k+$ u,,a,zk 
k!(L’j+2k)! I-(j+k++z) 
n’@(j + 2k)! 
=21+2k-‘k! I-(j+k+&z) 
u’lu(2k E Q,. 
We substitute 8 for a and obtain finally 
Res .y/I,yI I+; ‘I= 
(-1pp 
V1 Af: 6. 
i = ~/ 2k 2’+2k ‘k! f(j+ k + $z, 
(3) The residue of the pseudofunction Y,(x) Pflx(’ ’ ” at the pole 
2. = -j - 2k (k E N) results from Corollary 1 (by taking components) as 
2’+2k-‘k! I’($z+j+k) 
Y,(d) A; 6. 
An alternative calculation by means of the Funk-Hecke formula is 
indicated in a lecture by one of the authors (N.O.: Analytic continuation 
and convolution of hypersingular higher Hilbert-Riesz kernels), which will 
appear in the Proceedings of the Alfred Haar Memorial Conference, 
Budapest, 1985. 
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